ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The HMC is a pairwise stochastic process , , in which, X is an unobservable Markov chain that is to be estimated from its observable noisy version Y. In such a model, the distribution of Z is given by ∏ | and when the classical noise assumptions hold, we have
Throughout this paper, each X n will take its values from a finite set of classes Ω , … , and each Y n will take its values from .
Although this model seems to be quite simple, it permits a good restoration of X in a very wide range of situations. Hence, it has been extensively used in different fields that include signal and image processing [2, 3, 6, 9] . Its efficiency is majorly due to the different Bayesian techniques, like MPM and MAP, which allow the estimation of X from the whole Y within an acceptable computational complexity. However, in the unsupervised context and when the data are non stationary, the estimation becomes poor due to the mismatch between the estimated stationary model and the data.
To overcome this drawback, authors in [7] use an underlying discrete process to take into account the regime switches within X. The resulting model is a particular case of the so called triplet Markov chain (TMC) [8] which extends, itself, the pairwise Markov chain (PMC) [4] .
In this paper, we intend to extend the previous model so that it takes into account the heterogeneous behavior of both and | . For this purpose, we propose a new TMC whose underlying process U models regime switches of both and | . Such a modeling can be of a great importance since it allows one to simultaneously model visual aspect variability within the same class, due to the lighting conditions for instance, and the heterogeneous interactions between image classes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 briefly reminds the TMC formalism. Section 3 describes our new TMC and its computational developments. Section 4 is devoted to experiments conducted on synthetic and real images. Future improvements and conclusion are given in section 5. 
TRIPLET MARKOV CHAINS

NON STATIONARY NOISE-TMC
In this section, we describe our new TMC designed for unsupervised segmentation of non stationary data hidden with non stationary noise and its corresponding restoration developments. All along this paper, this model will be called non stationary noise-TMC (NSN-TMC) in contrast to the TMC proposed in [7] that will be called stationary noise-TMC (SN-TMC).
Model presentation
Let be a non stationary unobservable process that is to be estimated. According to TMC formalism, one can introduce an underlying process to model the regime switches of X. Let be such a process, | is then Markovian. Let now be another hidden process and be a noisy version of X. Throughout this paper, , will be assumed to be Markovian. More explicitly, we propose a TMC with transition probabilities given by
) is then non stationary. The new underlying process , introduced here, may model the presence of shadows in aerial images or clouds in some SPOT images, which may affect the visual aspect of the hidden classes that are to be recovered from Y.
MPM Restoration
The MPM Bayesian decision rule is computed according to argmax with | . MPM is a Bayesian technique that ensures a minimal misclassification rate when N is large enough.
To make segmentation possible, we have to compute the posterior distributions
, is then a PMC with , . Subsequently, the marginal posterior distributions | are workable thanks to the modified forward and backward functions [4] . In fact, we have | where , … , , and , … , | ,
. Both of them are computed using this iterative method derived from the very well-known Baum's algorithm [1] :
with | | | , and | | , as specified in section 2.
The posterior distributions are then derived as follows
and the estimates of U may be derived in the same way. | | 5
Parameters estimation
In this paper, we consider Gaussian noise densities. Accordingly, the noise parameters to be estimated are means 
Then we derive Θ as follows
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• We repeat the previous step until an end criterion is reached.
EXPERIMENTS
The aim of this section is to test the performance of the proposed NSN-TMC and to demonstrate the gain in classification accuracy when taking into account the heterogeneous behavior of noise densities, which are assumed to be Gaussian here. For this purpose, we 256 achieved some experiments on 128 128 images. In this paper, we show the results of MPM restoration on two images using the EM estimation algorithm.
Experimental images
Let us consider the case where Ω , . Experiments are conducted on the following image sets, where images are converted to and from one-dimensional sequences using the Hilbert-Peano scan [5] :
• Experiment 1: We generate a 128 128 synthetic image in the following way: , is Markovian with , , and , . The first realization is drawn randomly (uniformly) from and the following realizations are generated according to transition probabilities given by the matrix where , is a Gaussian density with , as mean and , as standard deviation. In this experiment, we used the following parameters Segmentation was also performed using real parameters of the proposed NSN-TMC to compare its results with those obtained using a SN-TMC considering densities stationary using the following average parameters
• Experiment 2: We considered the Nazca bird non stationary image (Fig. 2 ) that we noised using the same densities parameters of the first experimentation according to X and . This latter was generated randomly using the following transition matrix: The first realization was randomly drawn from . Notice that authentic U is unknown here and is to be estimated.
Experimental results
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7.60 8.44 8.41 Figure 1 . MPM restoration of a synthetic non stationary image.
The restoration results of the first experiment using EM estimation algorithm are presented in Fig.1 . The misclassification rates of MPM restoration based on real and estimated parameters of the proposed NSN-TMC and the SN-TMC are given in tab. 1 For the second experiment, the restoration results are provided in Fig. 2 . The corresponding misclassification rates are given in tab. 1. The interest of the last experiment is crucial since we deal with a non generated hidden process. As shown in Fig.2 , our model allow to satisfactorily restore both processes and . The first represents the three stationary parts of the hidden process: black labels are assigned to the image background, grey labels to the bird body and white labels to the bird wings and primaries. On the other hand, the second process presents the two noise stationary parts where black labels are assigned to the dark part of the image and white labels to the bright one.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new triplet Markov chain to model switching data hidden with non stationary independent noise. We have chosen unsupervised image segmentation via Hibert-Peano as illustrative application field and showed how the new model can take such situations into account. As perspective for further work, we propose to extend the present model in three directions. First, we intend to consider the case where is continuous which would have more intuitive meaning when, for instance, this latter represents light. Second, we may consider a more general TMC when | follows a PMC. Third, we suggest considering TMC for situations where we dispose of more than one image taken in different conditions (different day-times for instance) or provided by different sensors with different sensibility degrees towards external conditions like light ones (modeled by ).
